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Lucy Tsai

From: jill.shiau [jill.shiau@tw.ccsemc.com] on behalf of application [application@tw.ccsemc.com]
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2008 2:42 AM
To: Lucy Tsai
Cc: landy.sung; jill.shiau
Subject: 回信： FW: DELL INC., FCC ID: E2KDWBT1,  Assessment NO.: AN08T7979, Notice#1
Attachments: DWBT1 Label Sample & Location0620.pdf; DWBT1 POA0620.pdf; DWBT1 

ConfidentialityLetter0620.pdf; DWBT1 Modular approval letter0620.pdf; DWBT1 
ExternalPhotos0620.pdf; DWBT1 InternalPhotos0620.pdf; DWBT1 Schematics0620.pdf; 
DWBT1 UserManual0620.PDF; DWBT1 Test Setup Photo0620.pdf; DWBT1 
TestReport0620.pdf

 

Dear Lucy  
 

Please see my reply. Thank you  
 

BR  
 

Jill  
 

 "Lucy Tsai" <lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com>  

2008/06/09 10:31 PM  

         
        收件人：        "application" <application@tw.ccsemc.com>  
        副本抄送：          
        主旨：        FW: DELL INC., FCC ID: E2KDWBT1,  Assessment NO.: AN08T7979, Notice#1 

 

 

 
Hi Celina, 
 
Please address following issues. 
Q#1: Please provide readable label format. Noted that this module is also subject to FCC 
Part 15B that either FCC DOC or certification rule 
should be followed. If DOC rule is followed, FCC DOC logo shall be affixed. Please 
address.  
 
Ans 1: The Label Format has been revised, please see attached file.  
 
Q#2: Test report can't be kept for short-term confidentiality. Please remove it from the 
list. FYI, if you combine the short term confidentiality list with long-term in a form, 
then it's no need to submit a separate request letter for long-term confidential list.  
Ans 2: The new Authorization Letter and confidentiality Letter has been revised, please see attached file.  
 
Q#3: Please update the modular approval request letter per 15.212. The format was sent to 
"Application mail box" two months ago.  
Ans 3: The Module approval Letter has been revised, please see attached file.  
 
Q#4: Please separate external and internal photos in two files.  
Ans 4: The spearated external and internal photso files, please see attached file.  
 
Q#5: As indicated in the operational description, this WLAN is 802.11abg module which 
doesn't agree with the application. Please address.  
Ans 5: The module only has 802.11b/g function, the 802.11a was disable by software.  
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Q#6: Test description as indicated in the test report doesn't agree with test setup photo
Please address.  
Ans 6: The EUT connected with Notebook PC via test jig. The DC Power source is using for test jig.  please see page 11 
of  test report.  
 
 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Lucy Tsai 
CCS 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can 
continue on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the 
requested information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may 
result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, 
please note that partial responses increase processing time and should 
not be submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence 
should be directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the 
sender. 
 


